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Kieker vs. AIM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kieker (<a href="http://kieker-monitoring.net">http://kieker-monitoring.net</a>)</th>
<th>AIM (<a href="http://sopeco.github.io/AIM">http://sopeco.github.io/AIM</a>)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instrumentation at application start-up</td>
<td>Instrumentation on demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statically adaptive instrumentation</td>
<td>Dynamically adaptive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extensible (writer, etc.)</td>
<td>Extendable (writer, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis infrastructure</td>
<td>No analysis at all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on production</td>
<td>Focus on experiments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regexps for adaptive monitoring</td>
<td>Instrumentation description language</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Use dynamic adaptive instrumentation from AIM
Use instrumentation description language

Use Kieker's monitoring & analysis infrastructure
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AIM IN EXPERIMENT-BASED CONTEXT
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Evaluation

AIM is comparable to existing approaches

- Compare to Kieker and DiSL
- **Instrumentation process:**
  - fast for < 500 methods
  - comparatively slow for > 500 methods
- **Instrumentation overhead:** smaller than Kieker’s

Benefits of adaptable instrumentation

- Automated Palladio Resource Demand Estimation
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Automated Estimation of Palladio Resource Demands

Derive Call Tree

Measure Response Times of All Methods in the Call Tree

Derive Resource Demands by Subtraction of Response Times
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Comparing PRD Qualities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>mean [ms]</th>
<th>mean error [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIM (adaptive)</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIM (full)</td>
<td>6.21</td>
<td>37.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kieker (adaptive)</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kieker (full)</td>
<td>6.57</td>
<td>45.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend:  
R: Reference  
A_a: AIM adaptive  
A_f: AIM full  
K_a: Kieker adaptive  
K_f: Kieker full

Measurement Simulation
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INTEGRATION OF KIEKER & AIM

Statically Adaptive Monitoring in Kieker

Expensive
Checks all Instrumentation Patterns
Result is cached

Illustration based on Waller et al. (2012)
Dynamically Adaptive Monitoring in Kieker

Illustration based on Waller et al. (2012)
**AIM Integration in Kieker**

**Java Process**

**Kieker**
- Monitoring Controller
- Instrumentation Patterns
- Execution Probe
- Record
- Kieker Instrumentor
- BCInjector
- Methods to instrument
- Javassist
- Instrumented Classes

**JVM Instr. API**
- Pattern List
- Loaded Classes
- Instrumentation
- Target Application
- Hotswap
- Instrumented Classes

**AIM**
- Probe Snippet

**Data Flow**
- Component
- Piece of Data

**Integration of Kieker & AIM**

**Conclusion**

**Introduction**
- Kieker & AIM
- Experiment-Based Scenarios
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Evaluation

- Bytecode instrumentation vs. Manual

1. Overhead
   - RQ1: How does it fare in terms of performance?

2. Turnaround
   - RQ2a: How does it fare in terms of turnaround time?
   - RQ2b: Does it scale well?

3. Lost Transactions
   - RQ3: Is it reliable?
Evaluation 1: Overhead Comparison
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Evaluation 2: Turnaround (Setting)

- Bytecode Instrumentation
  - Turnaround = Activating probe + first execution of probe
  - Activating probe invokes BCI

- Manual Instrumentation
  - Turnaround = Activating probe + first execution of probe
  - First execution of probe invokes caching

- Instrumenting 1,000 dummy classes

- Comparison runtime BCI vs. caching
Evaluation 2a: Turnaround Time

![Graph showing turnaround time comparison between Bytecode Instrumentation and Manual Instrumentation.](Graph.png)

**Introduction**

- **Kieker & AIM**
- **Experiment-Based Scenarios**
- **Integration of Kieker & AIM**
- **Conclusion**

**Evaluation 2a: Turnaround Time**

- **Bytecode Instrumentation**
- **Manual Instrumentation**

**Graph Details**

- **Axes:**
  - X-axis: Buckets of Instrumentations (each 10)
  - Y-axis: Turnaround Time (ms)

**Data Points**

- Bytecode Instrumentation:
  - Smooth trend indicative of consistent performance.
- Manual Instrumentation:
  - Fluctuations indicating varying performance.

**Conclusion**

- Integration of Kieker & AIM is discussed in detail with experiment-based scenarios.
Evaluation 2b: Scalability Comparison

**Bytecode Instrumentation**

**Manual Instrumentation**

### Turnaround Time (ms)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of classes</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>25</th>
<th>35</th>
<th>50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bytecode Instrumentation</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual Instrumentation</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Conclusion

Integration of Kieker & AIM

Experiment-Based Scenarios

Introduction
Conclusion

Core Results

- Kieker & AIM synergies
- Small overhead reduction and higher flexibility
- High turnaround time
  → relevant for production
  → needs optimization

Future Work

- Kieker supporting the instrumentation description language
- Optimize Performance of AIM’s instrumentation step
- Usage in bigger context (e.g., performance problem diagnostics)
- Integration into Kieker release
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AIM Integration in Kieker Detailed
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